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Abstract

The goal of this research was to investigate the plantar ground reaction force and ankle joint angles in using elliptical
trainer under different speeds. The subjects were three young healthy males without any lower extremity injuries within
six months. They were asked to pedal the elliptical trainer at 50 rpm and 70 rpm. We filmed the reflected markers
during pedaling by using the Motion Analysis System to obtain the kinematics parameters; and the dynamics
parameters were collected with the ATI load cells on the pedals. With the parameters, we are able to analyze how
elliptical trainer affects the ground reaction force on the plantar surface and ankle joint angles. The results showed that
the peak value of ground reaction force in high speed was higher than that of in low speed; and bigger the ankle joint
angles, greater the ground reaction force.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the differences of knee active reposition angle errors (RAE) between physical
active (P) and sedentary (S) students. Sixteen colligate students volunteered and divided into P and S group which
according to their majors. The RAE were measured by Flexible 2D Goniometer in standing and sitting position with
knee flex at 20°, 50°, and 70°. Independent t test was used to examine the difference between groups in each RAE
measures. Result showed that although the P students had smaller RAEs than the S students but only significant
differences were found between groups at standing 70° test. In addition, no significant differences were found between
standing and sitting RAE at each test in P students, but significant differences were found at 20° test in S students. It is
suggested that physical active students had better knee reposition sense and smaller standing/sitting RAE than sedentary
students.
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